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Abstract
Achieving and assessing conformity with standards and compliance with various sets of
requirements generates significant costs for contemporary economies. Great deal of this is
spent on fulfilment of safety and security requirements. However, standards application is not
supported sufficiently by the tools available on the market. Therefore, Standards Conformity
Framework (SCF) containing methods and tools which provide support for application of
standards was proposed. The framework is based on trust case methodology being used to
provide arguments demonstrating properties of IT systems. The article describes SCF and
shows how it fits into the processes of achieving and assessing conformity. It identifies other
methods and tools supporting standards application and compares them with the framework.

1. Introduction
Compliance and conformity achievement and assessment involves significant costs in
contemporary economies. It is estimated that in US over 1.4 trillion $ being 15% of the GDP
is spent yearly to this end [1]. Additionally, the costs have been increasing dynamically at the
rate of 40% for the last 15 years [2]. Similar tendencies can be observed all over the world.
Despite the importance of the subject, it has not yet been addressed adequately in the
market. According to the survey published in [3], 74% of organizations base their compliance
effort on manual or mostly manual methods (e.g. text editors, spreadsheets, etc.), indicating
lack of existence of satisfactory solutions in 37% of cases.
Standards Conformity Framework (SCF) is a generic framework supporting standards
application. It has already been successfully applied in relation to safety and security
standards. The article presents the framework, its application process and a tool supporting
SCF. Then a number of methods and tools related to standards application and financial and

security audits, presently available in the market, are compared with SCF. In conclusion we
briefly summarize the results of this comparison.

2. Standards Conformity Framework
Standards Conformity Framework (SCF) is based on the observation that assessing
and/or achieving conformity mainly involves producing and gathering the conformity
demonstrating evidence and then presenting it within a legible and understandable
argumentation. Therefore, argument structures and the related methodologies can offer
a direct support to this end.
The Trust Case language, being developed as part of the Trust-IT methodology [4-6],
was chosen for the purpose of structuring the argument of standards conformity. It was
selected because of its flexibility and legibility. Trust Case is a powerful language,
which can be easily applied to situations where uncertainty resulting from lack of
evidence is unavoidable. It is also an expressive language which can be used to
represent formal as well as informal reasoning being much in common in real-life
situations. Trust Case is a graphic language of simple syntax. The argument has a
tree-like structure, being composed of a number of simpler sub-arguments developed
recursively. Each of the sub-arguments is decomposed in further until it is possible to
base the inference on available evidence. So a Trust Case tree encompasses all the
evidence and justification related to a certain problem. It is easy to comprehend because
it recursively decomposes the problem into sub-problems that to large extent can be
considered in isolation. It also leads the user through subsequent abstraction layers
which correspond to the subsequent level of the argument tree.

Figure 1. Trust Case
An example of a Trust Case is given in figure 1. In the root of the tree it contains a
claim (denoted ) of conformity with ISO/IEC 27001:2005 standard. Below this claim
there is an argument node (denoted by ) that explains the chosen argument strategy to
argue about the claim (the strategy is to argue by referring to the standard structure).
There is also an information node (denoted ) which includes additional information
which helps the user to understand the argumentation. Justification of the claim is based
on five more specific claims, each of which states that requirements of a particular
chapter of the standard are fulfilled. The inference is explained and justified in the
warrant (denoted ). Each of the five sub-claims can be decomposed further, which is
not presented in figure 1. Finally, at the bottom of the structure the inference is based
on facts rather than claims, and the facts are directly referring to available evidence.
The main objective of SCF is to develop and maintain an (electronic) document
which justifies the claim of conformity. Such a document is called a standard’s
conformity case. It is derived from a generic structure called a Trust Case Template.
The template is standard specific and its structure reflects the structure of a given

standard. The same template can be reused in multiple projects of this specific standard
application. While being applied, the template is filled in with project specific
evidence.
The process of SCF application is presented graphically in figure 2. The process
distinguishes four steps of the framework application. The first step involves derivation
of the template from a given standard. It is a formal document specifying the
requirements of the standard as well as the (agreed) way of demonstrating conformity.
This step is of particular importance as it conditions the results of the following steps.
Auditors and other experts are involved at this step to provide for quality and to decide
about the final acceptance of the template.
In the next step the template drives the process of achieving conformity. It identifies
the evidence which must be created, guides in positioning this evidence in the
argumentation tree and provides criteria for assessing its quality. The template explains
the meaning of the requirements of the standard, explicitly represents interdependencies
among them, and lists the additional documents required by the standard and the
external guidance documents, which can be helpful in fulfilling the requirements. The
result of this process is a standard’s conformity case in which all claims about
fulfilment of the standard requirements are supported by explicit justification.

Figure 2. SCF application process
The standard’s conformity case is used as the input to ‘Certify’ step. Presenting a
complete justification of the claim of conformity in the form of a conformity case
significantly facilitates this step. The task of the auditor it to examine and assess the
conformity case with the main focus on the scope and quality of the evidence included
in the case. In this particular step the effort put in the earlier preparation of the template

pays back by providing explicit argumentation which can be followed by the auditor,
and by providing easy access to the evidence supporting this argumentation.
Finally, as numerous standards require regular reassessment, SCF supports the
process of maintenance of conformity. The template identifies interdependencies among
the requirements, which help in tracing changes and assessing their impact. And in the
case conformity is temporarily lost, all the advantages relevant to the conformity
achievement step can be again exploited for quick conformity restoration.
The whole process of SCF application is supported by a software tool, called the
TCT system. The TCT system is a fully on-line, Internet based tool, which provides for
development, dissemination and maintenance of Trust Case templates and standard’s
conformity cases. Among many others it supports teamwork, remote access and
document management. It is easy to use, which is particularly important considering
involvement of non-technical people in the conformity related projects.
More thorough explanation of SCF can be found in [7,8].

3. Comparing SCF to other conformity supporting approaches
The main purpose of the analysis was to compare and assess the support provided by SCF
with respect to other methods presently available on the market. The analysis did not pretend
to cover all the approaches supporting standards application; nevertheless it covers a
representative sample of the available solutions. The support for security standards was
considered with special care because of the importance of this domain and the availability of
several matured standards. We have also included the financial audit and security audit tools
and methods because of many similarities between conformity audit and other types of audits.
The following methods, tools, guides, and standards were identified and taken into account
in the analysis: Audyt Asystent [9], AutoAudit [10], BindView [11], BIP 0070 [12-15],
BS 7799-3:2006 [16], Callio Secura 17799 [17], Cobra [18], a tool from
Commonwealth Information Security Center [19], Compliance Audit Reference
Manual [20], CRAMM [21], CuteDraw [22], EA-7/03 [23], EBIOS [24], security audit
standards from ISACA [25], ISO 19011 [26], ISOCharter [27], ITAF [28], LP-A [29],
MARION [30], Microsoft Visio 2007 [31], Office of the Auditor General of Canada
Guide [32], PD 3000 [33-37], Podręcznik audytu wewnętrznego w administracji
publicznej [38], Proteus [39], Ra2 [40], SecCert [41], SecFrame [42], a tool from
TeamInfoSec [43], TeamMate [44], Trenox ISO Toolkit [45].
The main conclusion from the analysis was that there is presently no generic solution
supporting application of a range of standards. Each approach is targeting at a small set
of similar standard (mostly just one standard). SecFrame is an exception and supports
application of seven different standards, however, all of them from the same domain.
For some standards there are no solutions available at all (ISO 14971 [46] is an
example).
3.1. Conformity achievement and maintenance
Considering conformity achievement, the solutions available provide very divers support.
Many of them define the process of conformity achievement and try to help to manage it
(CRAMM, EBIOS, PD 3000, BIP 0070, Ra2). However, the main focus of all of the

methods is to help in fulfilling particular requirements. For some standards, there are
guidelines which help in business process modelling (Trenox ISO Toolkit, ISOCharter),
risk analysis (TeamInfoSec, Callio Secura 17799, MARION, CRAMM, EBIOS, PD 3000,
BS 7799-3, Proteus, Ra2, AutoAudit), security controls designing and assessment
(SecCert, SecFrame) and so on. In addition, some of the proposed approaches facilitate
development of the documents required by standards by providing document templates
(BindView, PD 3000, BIP 0070), supporting cost analysis (CRAMM) and many others.
Certain solutions include recommendations of how to base decisions on the data
gathered about the object of analysis (Cobra, CRAMM) or support change management
in relation to conformity with a standard (ISOCharter).
Only one of the proponents identified and represented interdependencies among
standards’ requirements which is very crucial concerning the process definition and
conformity maintenance (SecCert, SecFrame). In all the solutions the problem of
justifying conformity was not addressed at all or treated very superficially. The most
advanced solutions in this respect provide means of giving explanations in words
(Callio Seucra 17799, SecFrame) and one of them provides provisions to attach
external files (Callio Secura 17799).
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Figure 3. Conformity achievement and maintenance comparison criteria
Figure 3 shows the detailed criteria related to conformity achievement and
maintenance, used during our assessment. The analyzed solutions concentrate on 1 and
4, some of them support 3. As for 2 and 5 they address them partly, supporting only
development of documents required by standards. Criteria 6, 7, 8 and 9 are treated
superficially. 10 is addressed only by a few solutions. By contrast SCF fully meets 2, 6,
7, 8 and 9, addresses 3 and 10 and refers to the already existing solutions in relation to
1, 4 and 5. The result of the comparison is given in table 1.
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Table 1. SCF vs other solutions for conformity achievement and maintenance
This analysis has shown that the available solutions are rather complementary than
competitive to SCF. It has also shown that SCF together with a method which meets
criteria 1, 4 and 5 (e.g. SecFrame for ISO 27001 [47]) can well support the whole
process of conformity achievement and maintenance.

3.2. Conformity assessment
Concerning conformity assessment the available solutions can be classified as
follows. Some address the rules of performing audits, like impartiality of the auditor
(ISACA, Office of the Auditor General of Canada, Podręcznik audytu wewnętrznego w
administracji publicznej). Some state how audit should be performed, and define
requirements for the process e.g. the steps to be taken, the roles to be played and the
related responsibilities, the necessary competencies, the way of reporting the audit
results, and so on (EA-7/03, Podręcznik auditu wewnętrznego w administracji
publicznej, LP-A, TSIM, ITAF, Compliance Audit Reference Manual, ISO 19011). Other
define the certification process (BIP 0070, PD 3000) or support drawing charts of audit
processes and procedures (Microsoft Visio 2007, CuteDraw). Many of the solutions
focus on supporting assessment of conformity with particular requirements of a
standard e.g. security assessment (SecCert, PD 3000, BIP 0070) or give precise
instructions how to assess conformity with particular requirements (BIP 0070, Proteus).
Additionally, some of the solutions provide audit document templates (Office of the
Auditor General of Canada, Podręcznik audytu wewnętrznego w administracji
publicznej, LP-A, ITAF).
In all the solutions, the problem of evaluation of evidence was not addressed or
treated superficially. In most cases, the only support is by providing checklists, a few
provide some means of managing the evidence and support a bit more refined
assessment. The most advanced solutions use a four level scale which makes it possible
to state whether the requirement is fulfilled, not fulfilled, not relevant, or it is
inconclusive, and to explain textually the decision (SecFrame). None supports explicit
arguments of conformity. By contrast SCF provides means of evaluation of validity and
strength of the justification and evidence, giving a very powerful method of conformity
assessment.
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Figure 4. Conformity assessment comparison criteria
Figure 4 shows the detailed criteria used for the conformity assessment aspect. SCF
does not support criterion 1. Criterion 2 is covered only on a generic level and does not
go into detail considering aspects not directly related to features of the framework. Both
criteria are well covered by the existing solutions. The major difference between SCF
and other methods is that SCF fully meets 3a and 3b before the audit starts. By contrast,
the other methods leave meeting of those criteria as the responsibility of the auditor.
The approach promoted by SCF can have a positive impact on costs, as it can be much
more cost effective to gather all the evidence and justification before the audit. There
are people in organizations who have the knowledge to perform this task effectively and
usually their revenues are lower than the auditors’. Criterion 3c is very well supported

by SCF and only partially addressed by some of the other solutions. Criterion 4 is quite
well addressed by some of the considered solutions and is not addressed at all by SCF.
Criterion 5 is quite well addressed by some of the considered solutions and is also well
addressed by SCF.
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Table 2. SCF vs other solutions for conformity assessment
This analysis has shown that SCF is a good alternative for the considered methods
which address documentation audit. Because of taking a different approach than other
methods conformity assessment is largely simplified. Advanced functions related to
argument evaluation implemented in the tool supporting SCF can propose a new quality
in this field. On the other hand, SCF does not define the audit rules and defines the
audit process only superficially. These criteria, however, are very well addressed by
other solutions and there is a room for complementarity as in the case of
implementation audit and creating the final audit report.

4. Conclusions
Standards Conformity Framework described in this paper is a complete and ready to
use methodology supporting achieving, assessing and maintaining conformity. The
framework is supported by an Internet based tool which supports all the stages of SCF
application.
The analysis presented in the paper showed that SCF is complementary to the other
methods for conformity achievement and maintenance available on the market, and is a
good alternative for the existing conformity assessment solutions. It has already been
applied in several real-life case studies giving very promising results. It was also highly
assessed by auditors from one of the leading international certification companies. A
number of further experiments and case studies in cooperation with industrial partners
are under preparation.
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